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Abstract

For linear dynamic panel data models with fixed effects, practitioners often use clustered

covariance estimators for inference in the presence of cross-sectional or temporal heteroskedas-

ticity in idiosyncratic errors. The performance of a clustered estimator heavily depends on the

magnitude of the cross-sectional dimension (n). When n is small, inferences using clustered

estimators are compromised. A paper by Stock and Watson (2008) provides a solution under

strict exogeneity if the idiosyncratic errors are possibly heteroskedastic but serially uncorre-

lated. Their method, however, is not generalizable to dynamic panel data models, although

heteroskedasticity-robust inferences have natural relevance to dynamic models due to the re-

quirement of serial uncorrelatedness for model identification. In the present paper, we provide

a solution for instrumental variables and generalized method of moments estimators using pre-

determined instruments, including popular estimators for dynamic panel models. Asymptotics

are established, and the findings are verified by simulations.
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1 Introduction

For linear dynamic panel data models, two types of covariance estimators are commonly used

for inference in empirical research. One is the ordinary estimator that works under the strong

assumption that the idiosyncratic errors are homoskedastic and serially independent. The other is

the so-called “clustered” covariance estimator that allows for arbitrary heteroskedasticity and serial

dependence in the idiosyncratic error. If the cross-sectional dimension (n) is large, the cluster-

consistent (CC) covariance estimators perform well, while their usefulness is limited if n is small

(e.g., in OECD, some industry-level, and regional panel data).

Unlike panel models with strictly exogenous regressors, dynamic models require for identifi-

cation that the idiosyncratic errors be serially uncorrelated. However, this restriction for identifi-

cation is not utilized by extant covariance estimators, and the present paper pursues the possibility

of improvement by explicitly making use of the required serial uncorrelatedness. As a result, we

propose a heteroskedasticity-consistent method of covariance estimation for dynamic panel data

models. Unlike the CC estimator, the performance of the new estimator improves as the temporal

dimension (T ) increases as well as n does.

For models with strictly exogenous regressors, Stock and Watson (2008) propose a root-nT

consistent heteroskedasticity-robust estimation method. They achieve fast convergence by correct-

ing the “small T ” bias of the usual Eicker-White type estimator. But their method is not general-

izable to dynamic models, because it works only for models with strictly exogenous instruments,

while the instruments in dynamic models are typically only weakly exogenous. We take a different

approach and provide an estimator applicable to a wider class.

The key feature of our method is to expand through the variance formula of a given estimator

under serial uncorrelatedness and then systematically replace all unknown variance components

with statistics. Thus, our proposed covariance estimator is called a systematic plugin estimator.

Details are given in Section 3.
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Section 2 presents the model and the instrumental variable (IV) estimators. We then present

in Section 3 a naı̈ve moving-average type estimator that works in some cases. Our final estimator

modifies this naı̈ve estimator, and is presented and analyzed formally in Section 3. Asymptotics

are derived in Section 4. Simulation results are collected in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the

paper. All the proofs are given in the appendix.

2 Model and Instrumental Variable Estimator

Consider the linear panel data model yit = α +X ′itβ +µi + vit for t = 1,2, . . . ,T , where µi are fixed

effects and vit are serially uncorrelated idiosyncratic errors. The regressor vector Xit possibly con-

tains strictly exogenous, predetermined, and contemporaneously endogenous variables. In this

setting, lagged dependent variables are usually included on the right-hand side in order to achieve

identification implied by the serial uncorrelatedness of vit . First-differencing eliminates the nui-

sance fixed effects and gives ∆yit =∆X ′itβ +∆vit , t = 2, . . . ,T . The differenced regressor and error are

usually correlated unless Xit is strictly exogenous. For example, if Xit = yit−1, then ∆Xit and ∆vit are

negatively correlated when vit is serially independent. For the differenced equation, IV estimation

can yield consistent estimators (consistent at least as n→∞). Denoting by Zit the instrument vector

for time t, the generic IV estimator can be written as

β̂ = (
n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=2

Zit∆X ′it)
−1 n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=2

Zit∆yit = (
n
∑
i=1

Z′i D
′Xi)

−1 n
∑
i=1

Z′i D
′yi, (1)

where yi = (yi1, . . . ,yiT )′, Xi = (Xi1, . . . ,XiT )′, Zi = (Zi2, . . . ,ZiT )′, and D is the T × (T −1) matrix

such that D′yi = (∆yi2, . . . ,∆yiT )′. As described in detail later, commonly used instruments are

sometimes weakly exogenous, and sometimes strictly exogenous, with respect to ∆vit , depending

on models and assumptions. It is also possible that Zit is the first-stage fitted values for some

estimators (e.g., GMM estimators of dynamic panel data models), in which case Zit is not even

weakly exogenous because of the estimated parameters. In this case, if we regard the first-stage
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parameters as known, then the (infeasible) instruments are weakly exogenous. As we are interested

in only consistent covariance estimation, the randomness introduced by the first-stage estimation

would be safely ignored under regularity. This aspect is discussed later while dealing with Arellano

and Bond’s (1991) estimator, and until then we assume that Zit is (weakly or strictly) exogenous to

∆vit . Note that Zit is uncorrelated with both vit and vit−1.

The estimator (1) nests many popular linear estimators. The first-difference least squares

estimator has Zi = D′Xi. The within-group estimator corresponds to Zi = (D′D)−1D′Xi because

Z′i ∆Xi = X ′i D(D′D)−1D′Xi, where D(D′D)−1D′Xi is the within-group deviations of the regressors.

For dynamic models, Anderson and Hsio’s (1981) estimator corresponds to Xit = yit−1 and Zit = yit−2

or Zit = ∆yit−2 depending on which we use as an instrument. Arellano and Bond’s (1991) one-step

difference GMM estimator is an IV estimator using the first-stage fitted values as instruments

(see equation (6) of Arellano and Bond, 1991). IV estimation applied to forward orthogonal de-

viations can also be written as (1) because forward orthogonal deviations can be constructed by

transforming first differences. Specifically, when F ′ is the transformation matrix for forward or-

thogonal deviations (FOD), we have FF ′ = D(D′D)−1D′ and thus F ′ = (D′F)−1D′. If Wi is the

matrix of the instruments used for the FOD equations, we have W ′i F ′Xi =W ′i (D′F)−1D′Xi so that

Zi is (F ′D)−1Wi. The System GMM (Arellano and Bover, 1995; Blundell and Bond, 1998) is an

exception because it involves levels equations, and we leave it for future research.

Under regularity, the asymptotic variance matrix of β̂ of (1) is

AV(β̂) = (
n
∑
i=1

Z′i D
′Xi)

−1 n
∑
i=1

Ωi(
n
∑
i=1

X ′i DZi)
−1

, Ωi = E(Z′i D′viv′iDZi), (2)

where ∑n
i=1 Z′i D

′Xi is assumed to be asymptotically nonrandom when normalized properly (e.g.,

when divided by nT ). This paper focuses on the estimation of Ωi. If the instruments Zit are strictly

exogenous, we can follow Stock and Watson’s (2008, Remarks 12 and 14) approach to construct

a heteroskedasticity-robust covariance estimator. If Zit is only weakly exogenous with respect to

∆vit , on the other hand, then we cannot complete Stock and Watson’s derivation due to possible
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correlation between ZitZ′it and v2
is for s ≤ t −2. Our proposal, presented in Section 3, is free from

this problem.

Serial uncorrelatedness of vit does not necessarily imply that Zitvit is uncorrelated over t. If

we pursue extreme generality and allow for arbitrary serial dependence in Zitvit , then the only

available option would be the cluster-consistent (CC) covariance estimator. To achieve any im-

provement over CC, a stronger version of serial uncorrelatedness should be assumed. In particular,

we maintain a strong but somewhat natural version that

E(vit ∣Zi2, . . . ,Zit+1,vi1, . . . ,vit−1) = 0 (3)

for all t = 1, . . . ,T . (Remember that Zit is uncorrelated with ∆vit and thus Zit+1 should be uncorre-

lated with vit .) For dynamic models, (3) holds if vit is an independent sequence and is independent

of yi0 and µi, a strong version of the “standard assumptions” of Ahn and Schmidt (1995). Condi-

tion (3) allows for heteroskedastic idiosyncratic errors whose variance depends on the instruments,

where we denote σ2
it = E(v2

it ∣Zit+1, . . . ,Zi2). We maintain the conventional assumption that the ran-

dom variables are independent across panels.

3 A Heteroskedasticity-Robust Covariance Estimator

Because E(Zit∆vit∆vit−rZ′it−r) = 0 for all r ≥ 2 under (3), we have

Ωi = E(Z′i D′viv′iDZi) =
T
∑
t=2

EZit(∆vit)2Z′it +
T
∑
t=3

E(Zit∆vit∆vit−1Z′it−1+Zit−1∆vit−1∆vitZ′it). (4)

If ∆vit were observed, then the expression E(Z′i D′viv′iDZi)would lead to a CC covariance estimator

using Ω̃i,cc, and the last expression to a “moving average” (MA) formula Ω̃i,ma, where

Ω̃i,cc = Z′i D
′viv′iDZi = (

T
∑
t=2

Zit∆vit)(
T
∑
t=2

Zit∆vit)
′

, (5)

Ω̃i,ma =
T
∑
t=2
(∆vit)2ZitZ′it +

T
∑
t=3

∆vit∆vit−1(ZitZ′it−1+Zit−1Z′it). (6)
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Both Ω̃i,cc and Ω̃i,ma are unbiased for Ωi under (3). The errors (∆vit) are of course unobservable,

and we later replace them with residuals as Stock and Watson (2008) did. Until then, we pretend

that β is known so that ∆vit are observed for the estimation of Ωi, for notational and algebraic

simplicity. Note, however, that the idiosyncratic error vit itself is not observable even if β is known

due to the presence of the fixed effects, and thus, any expression that relies on the levels of vit is

never estimable.

With ∆vit assumed to be observed, the CC estimator replaces Ωi in (2) with Ω̃i,cc of (5). When

properly normalized, the resulting estimator is consistent as n→∞, but not as T →∞ (for models

with strict exogeneity, see Hansen, 2007, and Stock and Watson, 2008). On the other hand, the

MA formula based on (6) is summed over t for each i and looks like it makes use of information

over t as well, and thus, its performance is expected to improve as T increases. This improvement,

if it exists, will be from the zero restrictions imposed on the Zit∆vit∆vit−rZ′it−r terms for ∣r∣ ≥ 2 due

to (3). The MA estimator seems a reasonable candidate, but rather unexpectedly it turns out to be

very poor in some cases. This issue is illustrated in Example 1 later.

For formality, let us consider the variance matrix of
√

nT β̂ instead of β̂ itself under the as-

sumption that
√

nT(β̂ −β) follows a central limit theory. We examine the two sandwich forms

C−1
XZΩ̃ccC−1

ZX and C−1
XZΩ̃maC−1

ZX , where

Ω̃cc =
1

nT

n
∑
i=1

Ω̃i,cc, Ω̃ma =
1

nT

n
∑
i=1

Ω̃i,ma,

CZX = (nT)−1∑n
i=1 Z′i ∆Xi, and CXZ =C′ZX . Assume that CZX converges in probability to a nonsin-

gular matrix, so that we may technically regard CZX as nonrandom and focus on the estimation of

Ω ≡ (nT)−1∑n
i=1 Ωi. It is of course possible that CZX converges to zero (for example, in the weak

instrument case), is asymptotically random, or is divergent, but in the present paper we want to

deal with only the “standard” case that CZX has a nonsingular limit, while leaving the nonstandard

cases for separate research for those interested.

We have seen that both Ω̃cc and Ω̃ma are unbiased for Ω. Now let us consider how accurate
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they are. It is well known that the CC estimator is root-n consistent. For instance, for the within-

group estimator β̂wg of models with strictly exogenous regressors, the convergence rate of the CC

estimator is
√

n regardless of the magnitude of T , i.e., Ω̃cc =Ω+Op(n−1/2); see Stock and Watson

(2008), who refer to the working paper version of Hansen (2007). There is no reason that the

convergence rate of the CC estimator for other IV estimators with weakly or strictly exogenous

instruments should be faster than a root-n rate.

The MA covariance estimator sometimes performs better than the CC estimator because it

imposes zero restrictions on a large number of terms. Improvement does occur, for instance, for the

first-difference estimator under strict exogeneity and the Anderson-Hsiao estimator for dynamic

panel data models. Unexpectedly, though, it is also possible that MA is worse, and sometimes

much worse, than CC. The within-group estimator is an example. To see what happens, it is useful

to write Ω̃i,ma, by direct evaluation, as

Ω̃i,ma = Ω̃0,i+
T
∑
t=2

vitvit−1(ZitZ′it−1+Zit−1Z′it +∆Zit+1Z′it +Zit∆Z′it+1) (7)

−
T
∑
t=3

vitvit−2(ZitZ′it−1+Zit−1Z′it),

where Zi1 = ZiT+1 = 0, and

Ω̃0,i =
T
∑
t=1

v2
it∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1. (8)

When the instruments are strictly exogenous, all the summands in the second and third terms of (7)

are mutually uncorrelated under the martingale-difference assumption (3). These terms are also

uncorrelated with Ω̃0,i if vit are iid and have zero third moment, so if any one term in (7) behaves

poorly after proper normalization, then the MA estimator will perform poorly. This happens when

β is estimated by the within-group method. See Example 1.

Example 1 (MA covariance estimator for within-group estimator). Consider the panel model yit =

α +X ′itβ +µi + vit , where {Xit} and {vit} are mutually independent. Let Zi = (D′D)−1D′Xi so that

β̂ of (1) is the within-group estimator. Let X̃i =D(D′D)−1D′Xi, whose tth row is Xit − X̄i. Because
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DZi =D(D′D)−1D′Xi = X̃i and the tth row of DZi is Zit −Zit+1 for t = 1, . . . ,T (with Zi1 = ZiT+1 = 0

by definition), we have X̃it = Zit −Zit+1, and thus Zit+1 = Zit − X̃it = −∑t
s=1 X̃is for t = 1, . . . ,T . When

Xit is a scalar, (7) implies that

Ω̃i,ma =
T
∑
t=1

v2
it X̃

2
it +2

T
∑
t=2

vitvit−1Zit(Zit−1− X̃it)−2
T
∑
t=3

vitvit−2ZitZit−1. (9)

Suppose further that vit and Xit are both iid standard normal variates for simplicity. We have

E(Z2
it+1) = t − t2/T = t(1− t/T) because Zit+1 = −∑t

s=1 X̃is = −∑t
s=1 Xis+ tX̄i and Xit is assumed to be

iid N(0,1). Because vit has been assumed to be iid N(0,1), we have, for the last term of (9),

var(vitvit−2ZitZit−1) = E(Z2
itZ

2
it−1) ≥ E(Z2

it)E(Z2
it−1) = (t −1)(t −2)(1− t −1

T
)(1− t −2

T
) ,

which implies that

1
T 3

T
∑
t=3

var(vitvit−2ZitZit−1) ≥
1
T

T
∑
t=3
(t −1

T
)(t −2

T
)(1− t −1

T
)(1− t −2

T
)

→ ∫
1

0
x2(1−x)2dx = 1

30

as T →∞ by the dominated convergence. This implies that var(Ω̃ma) = n−1T−2 var(Ω̃i,ma) is of

order T /n, in constrast to the O(1/n) order of var(Ω̃cc). For the within-group estimator, the MA

covariance estimator performs worse than the CC estimator in terms of the convergence rate though

MA imposes many zero restrictions. The MA estimator is even inconsistent along asymptotic

expansion paths of n and T such that limT /n > 0. ∎

Example 1 illustrates that inadvertently imposed zero restrictions can sometimes do harm to

covariance estimation. The MA estimator however makes a good starting point. We rewrite (4) as

Ωi =
T
∑
t=2

EZit(σ2
it +σ2

it−1)Z′it −
T
∑
t=3

E(Zitσ2
it−1Z′it−1+Zit−1σ2

it−1Z′it), (10)

which holds under (3), with σ2
it = E(v2

it ∣Zit+1,Zit , . . . ,Zi2) as defined before, and ZiT+1 and Zi1 de-

fined as zero. The MA formula (6) estimates the unknown error variances in (10) in a particular

way. It estimates σ2
it +σ2

it−1 in the first term on the right-hand side by (∆vit)2, and σ2
it−1 in the
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second term by −∆vit∆vit−1. Despite looking natural, they are two different formulae. If we had

been more systematic and estimated σ2
it by −∆vit+1∆vit as we estimated σ2

it−1 by −∆vit∆vit−1, then

we would have estimated σ2
it +σ2

it−1 by −∆vit+1∆vit −∆vit∆vit−1 = −∆vit(∆vit+1+∆vit−1) rather than

by (∆vit)2. We conjecture that the poor performance of MA as shown in Example 1 is related with

this insystematic way of estimating σ2
it .

We solve the problem posed in Example 1 by estimating σ2
it in a more systematic way. In partic-

ular, we consider estimating the instants of σ2
it using (vit −vit+1)(vit −vit+2) =∆vit+1(∆vit+2+∆vit+1)

whenever possible (i.e., for t = 1, . . . ,T −2). For t ≥ T −1, it is infeasible to use this formula be-

cause ∆viT+1 and ∆viT+2 are unavailable. For t =T −1, we fall back on (viT−1−viT )(viT−1−viT−2) =

−∆viT ∆viT−1, and for t = T , we use (viT −viT−1)(viT −viT−2) =∆viT (∆viT +∆viT−1) because it is the

only available option when avoiding correlation with the possibly weakly exogenous instruments.

In sum, we may consider estimating σ2
it using

σ̃2
it,1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(vit −vit+1)(vit −vit+2) = ∆vit+1(∆vit+1+∆vit+2), t = 1, . . .T −2,

(viT−1−viT )(viT−1−viT−2) = −∆viT ∆viT−1, t = T −1,

(viT −viT−1)(viT −viT−2) = ∆viT (∆viT +∆viT−1), t = T.

(11)

It can easily be shown that Ωi = E(∆Zit+1σ2
it ∆Z′it+1) from (10) by letting Zi1 = ZiT+1 = 0, and we

can replace σ2
it with σ̃2

it,1. This modification removes most of the nuisance terms that have adverse

effects in the MA estimator. We call the resulting estimator a (infeasible) “systematic plugin”

covariance estimator. Because Ωi =∑T
t=1 ∆Zitσ2

it ∆Z′it , this estimator replaces Ωi in (2) with

Ω̃i,sp1 =
T
∑
t=1

∆Zit+1σ̃2
it,1∆Z′it+1. (12)

(We are still assuming that ∆vit are observed.) Then Ω̃i,sp1 is unbiased for Ωi under (3) because

E(σ̃2
it,1∣Zit+1,Zit , . . . ,Zi2) = σ2

it .

Two things are worth noting with regard to the way σ̃2
it,1 is constructed in (11). First, we con-

sider forward differences rather than backward ones. For instance, we do not use (vit −vit−1)(vit −
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vit−2) except for t = T , to ensure that σ̃2
it,1 is uncorrelated with ∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1 under (3). Note that

(vit − vit−1)(vit − vit−2) can be correlated with ∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1 because ∆Zit+1 is possibly dependent

on vit−1. The period t = T is an exception since ZiT+1 = 0 by definition and thus ∆ZiT+1 = −ZiT is

uncorrelated with viT−1. It is however possible to use (vit −vit−1)(vit −vit+1) for t = 2, . . . ,T −1, and

σ̃2
i1,1 and σ̃2

iT,1 for t = 1 and T . The choice of σ̃2
it,1 as in (11) is arbitrary. Second, there can be many

other possible estimators that make use of other differences for a given t < T . In fact, any different

s and p in Lt ≡ {t −1,t +1, . . . ,T} can be used to estimate σ2
it by the formula (vit − vis)(vit − vip)

because its mean is σ2
it conditional on ∆Zit+1 under (3). We have a total of (∣Lt ∣

2 ) such candidates of

s and p for given t, where ∣Lt ∣ is the number of elements in Lt . Furthermore, for any nonnegative

real-valued weights λ1t and λ2t such that∑t∈Lt λ jt = 1 for j = 1,2, and∑t∈Lt λ1tλ2t = 0, we can show

that∑s∈Lt λ1s(vit −vis) ⋅∑r∈Lt λ2r(vit −vir) is unbiased for σ2
it conditional on ∆Zit+1. (How to choose

λ jt optimally would be an interesting topic for theoretical research, but we do not pursue it because

our primary objective in this paper is to propose a working covariance estimator and derive relevant

asymptotics.) One option worth examining is to partition Lt into two non-overlapping subsets At

and Bt such that At ∪Bt = Lt and maxAt <minBt . There are T − t distinct ways of forming such At

and Bt , and the estimator of σ2
it is obtained by averaging them as follows:

σ̃2
it,full =

1
mt
∑

s,p∈Lt
s<p

(vit −vis)(vit −vip) =
1

2mt

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
[∑

s∈Lt

(vit −vis)]
2

−∑
s∈Lt

(vit −vis)2
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
, (13)

where mt = (∣Lt ∣
2 ). This σ̃2

it,full is unbiased for σ2
it conditional on ∆Zit+1 under (3) for all t. The

resulting “Full SP” estimator using σ̃2
it,full (as opposed to “SP1” based on σ̃2

it,1) has the desirable

feature that no arbitrary lag choice is involved, though it requires slightly more computation than

(11) because σ̃2
it,full needs evaluation for each t. Note that the Full SP estimator is not necessarily

more efficient than the simpler SP1 estimator. For instance, if σ2
it is large at t = T in comparison to

other periods, then the large variance at t = T affects all σ̃2
it,full, while σ̃2

it,1 is affected by viT only

for t ≥ T −2, so that the Full SP estimator may be less accurate than the SP1. Simulations suggest,

however, that the Full SP estimator usually exhibits less sampling variability than SP1, and from
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now on we focus on only the Full SP estimator. The resulting infeasible SP estimator is

Ω̃sp = (nT)−1
n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=1

σ̃2
it,full∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1 (14)

instead of (12), and its feasible version, denoted Ω̂sp, is obtained by replacing ∆vit with ∆v̂it =

∆yit −∆X ′it β̂ .

A note on Windmeijer Correction for two-step GMM estimators

Windmeijer (2005) proposed a correction of the CC covariance estimator for the two-step efficient

GMM estimators for dynamic panel data models. We can follow the same approach to make a

revision. Specifically, the “v̂ar(β̂1)” term of Windmeijer’s (2005, p. 33) equation (3.3) is changed

from the CC estimator to the SP estimator and everything else is identical to Windmeijer (2005).

4 Asymptotics

In this section we establish asymptotics for the Full SP covariance estimator under the assumption

that the random variables are iid across i for simplicity following Stock and Watson (2008). Ex-

tension to non-identical distributions is not hard once regularity is assumed with regard to higher

moments of the random variables, and we do not pursue it here. We focus on the infeasible SP

estimator first in Section 4.1, and then examine the feasible SP estimator in Section 4.2.

4.1 Asymptotics for Infeasible Estimator

The large-n fixed-T asymptotics are straightforward since the SP estimator is in an Op(n−1/2)

neighborhood of the true covariance matrix just like the CC estimator or any other root-n consistent

covariance estimator.

Theorem 1 (fixed T asymptotics). When T is fixed and n→∞, if E(v8
it) and E(∥∆Zit∥8) are finite

and uniformly bounded, then Ω̃sp =Ω+Op(n−1/2), where ∥A∥ = tr(A′A)1/2 with tr(⋅) denoting the
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trace of a square matrix.

Theorem 1 is natural and is not very informative with regard to what happens as T increases.

Even the MA covariance estimator of Example 1 is root-n consistent, and its poor performance

manifests itself only as T increases. It is thus more interesting to examine its behavior as T in-

creases, which is the main subject of this section.

We have let Zi = (Zi2, . . . ,ZiT )′, and further defined Zi1 = ZiT+1 = 0. With this definition, the

tth row of DZi (which has T rows) is the vector −Zit+1 +Zit = −∆Zit+1 for t = 1, . . . ,T , and thus

Ωi = ∑T
t=1 E(v2

it∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1) under (3). If vit were observable, one would certainly estimate Ωi

by Ω̃0,i =∑T
t=1 v2

it∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1. This infeasible term Ω̃0,i is a sort of “best” practice, and in fact is

contained in all the considered estimators (CC, MA, SP and SW) when expanded. What makes the

estimators different are the “noise” components Ω̃i,sp− Ω̃0,i, etc., which are inevitably introduced

because vit are unobservable while ∆vit or their transformations are observable. In this section, we

focus on asymptotics for this noise.

For the Full SP estimator, we have the following somewhat technical result.

Theorem 2 (large-T asymptotics). If E(v8
it) is uniformly bounded, then E(∥Ω̃i,sp−Ω̃0,i∥2) =O(bT )

under (3), where bT =∑T
t=1 t−3 E(∥∆ZiT+2−t∥8)1/2. Thus Ω̃sp = Ω̃0+Op(n−1/2T−1b1/2

T ), where Ω̃sp =

(nT)−1∑n
i=1 Ω̃i,sp and Ω̃0 = (nT)−1∑n

i=1 Ω̃0,i.

Remark 2.1. If E(∥∆Zit+1∥8) is uniformly bounded, then bT =O(1) because ∑T−1
t=1 t−3 is uniformly

finite. In this case, Ω̃sp = Ω̃0+Op(n−1/2T−1). By contrast, because Ω̃i,cc− Ω̃0,i =∑T−1
r=1 ∑

T−r
t=1 vit+rvit

(∆Zit+r∆Z′it +∆Zit∆Z′it+r), the CC estimator has the property that Ω̃cc = (nT)−1∑n
i=1 Ω̃i,cc = Ω̃0 +

Op(n−1/2). ∎

Remark 2.2. Even if bT =O(1), Theorem 2 does not necessarily mean that Ω̃sp =Ω+Op(n−1/2T−1)

because the stochastic variability of Ω̃0 around Ω may be substantial. In fact, Ω̃0 −Ω is at best

Op(n−1/2T−1/2), and can even be Op(n−1/2) depending on how ∆Zit+1 is influenced by the fixed

effects µi (e.g., the GMM estimators of dynamic panel data models). Even in this case, the SP
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estimator can improve considerably over the CC estimator because SP has limited variability in

the noise term Ω̃sp− Ω̃0 at least. ∎

Remark 2.3 (first-difference estimator). For the model yit = α +X ′itβ + µi + vit , let Xit be strictly

exogenous and suppose that E(v8
it) is uniformly bounded. The first-difference estimator is the IV

estimator (1) using Zit = ∆Xit . If E(∥∆Xit −∆Xit−1∥8) is uniformly bounded, then Theorem 2 holds

with bT =O(1). ∎

Remark 2.4 (within-group estimator). Under the same setting as Remark 2.3, the within-group

estimator is the IV estimator (1) using ∆Zit+1 = −X̃it as we have derived in Example 1, where X̃it is

the within-group deviation of Xit . If E(∥X̃it∥8) is uniformly bounded, then Theorem 2 holds with

bT =O(1). ∎

Remark 2.5 (Anderson-Hsiao estimator). Let Xit = yit−1. Consider the Anderson-Hsiao (AH) es-

timator of (1) using Zit = yit−2I(2 ≤ t ≤ T). If E(y8
it) is uniformly bounded, then Theorem 2 holds

with bT =O(1) because E[(∆Zit+1)8] is also uniformly bounded. ∎

Remark 2.6 (FOD/IV estimator). Consider the simple dynamic panel data model yit = α +βyit−1+

µi+vit , where vit has the martingale difference property: E(vit ∣µi,yi0,vit−1,vit−2, . . .) = 0. Consider

the FOD/IV estimator that transforms the equation to one in terms of forward orthogonal deviations

(FOD) and then using a lagged dependent variable as the instrument, an estimator that is often

used for panel vector autoregression (see Love and Zicchino, 2006). Specifically, let F ′ be the

Helmert transformation operator such that ÿi = F ′yi is the T1-vector of the FODs, where Tk = T −k

for notational brevity. Specifically, the tth row of F ′ is

CT−t(0, . . . ,0
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

t−1

,1,−T−1
t , . . . ,−T−1

t
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

T−t

), t = 1,2, . . . ,T −1,

where Cm = [m/(m+ 1)]1/2 (see Arellano and Bover, 1995). This transformation eliminates the

fixed effects because the sum of every row of F ′ is zero. The FOD/IV estimation is the IV esti-

mation applied to the transformed equation ÿit = ẍitβ + v̈it using instrument xit = yit−1, where ẍit and
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v̈it are the tth elements of F ′xi and F ′vi for xi = (xi1, . . . ,xiT )′ and vi = (vi1, . . . ,viT )′ respectively. It

is shown in the Appendix that the FOD/IV estimator is identical to the IV estimator of (1) using

Zit+1 = −Tt∑t
s=1 T̃−1

s yis−1I(1 ≤ t ≤ T −1), and therefore

Zit+1 = −Tt

t
∑
s=1

T̃−1
s yis−1I(1 ≤ t ≤ T −1), ∆Zit+1 =

t−1
∑
s=1

T̃−1
s yis−1−CT−tyit−1, (15)

for t = 1, . . . ,T (see Appendix for a proof). If E(y8
is) is uniformly bounded, then E(∥∆Zit+1∥8) =

O(d8
Tt), where dTt =∑t−1

s=1 T̃−1
s +CT−t , because

E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(

t
∑
s=1

λsxs)
8⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= ∑

k1+...+kt=8
( 8

k1, . . . ,kt
)

t
∏
s=1

λ ks
s E(

t
∏
s=1

xks
s )

≤max
1≤ j≤t

E(x8
j) ∑

k1+...+kt=8
( 8

k1, . . . ,kt
)

t
∏
s=1
∣λs∣ks =max

1≤ j≤t
E(x8

j)(
t
∑
s=1
∣λs∣)

8

for any nonrandom {λs}. Direct evaluation gives dTt ≤∑T−1
s=T−t+1 s−1 +1 ≤ ∫

T−1
T−t x−1dx+1 ≤ lnT −

ln(T −t)+1 for t ≤ T −1 and dT T ≤∑T−1
t=1 (T −t)−1 ≤ lnT +1. Thus, we have max1≤t≤T dTt =O(lnT),

which implies that max1≤t≤T E(∥∆Zit+1∥8) = O(ln8 T). As a result, Theorem 2 holds with bT =

O(ln4 T), which implies that n−1T−α E(∥Ω̃i,sp− Ω̃0,i∥2) = op(n−1) for any α > 0. ∎

Remark 2.7 (Arellano-Bond estimator). Let us examine the SP estimator for the one-step efficient

GMM estimator β̂ab1 by Arellano and Bond (1991). Alvarez and Arellano (2003, Theorem 2)

show that
√

nT(β̂ab1−β) converges to a centred normal distribution if T /n→ 0. Because we want

to focus on the case in which β̂ is
√

nT consistent, we naturally assume that T /n→ 0. As before,

let ÿit and ẍit be the FOD’s of yit and xit respectively for t = 1, . . . ,T − 1, where xit = yit−1. Let

hit = (xi1, . . . ,xit)′ and q̂it be the fitted values from the regression of ẍit on hit for each t:

q̂it =
t
∑
k=1

π̂tkxik, t = 1, . . . ,T −1, (16)

where π̂t j are the regression coefficients for j = 1, . . . ,t. (It is natural and is also important for

efficiency to include the intercept, as noted by Han and Kim, 2014, but we ignore it following

the convention under the assumption that yi0 and µi have zero mean.) For balanced panel data,
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Arellano and Bond’s (1991) one-step efficient GMM estimator (AB1) equals

β̂ab1 = (
n
∑
i=1

T−1
∑
t=1

q̂it ẍit)
−1 n
∑
i=1

T−1
∑
t=1

q̂it ÿit .

By replacing yis−1 of (15) with q̂is, we see that the AB1 estimator is the IV estimator of (1) using

instruments Ẑit+1 (instead of Zit+1) that satisfies ∆Ẑit+1 =∑t−1
s=1 T̃−1

s q̂is−CT−t q̂it , where q̂iT is defined

to be anything finite (e.g., zero) because C0 = 0 for t = T . Analysis is hard due to the presence of

the random π̂sk terms in q̂it . To handle this, define qit =∑t
k=1 πtkxik, where πtk is the probability

limit of π̂tk as n→∞, and let ∆Zit+1 =∑t−1
s=1 T̃−1

s qis−CT−tqit . Then

1
T

T
∑
t=1

ṽ2
it(∆Ẑit+1∆Ẑ′it+1−∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1) =Op(T /n) = op(1) (17)

as T /n → 0 for each i (see Appendix for an outline of the proof). We can thus work with the

infeasible ∆Zit+1 rather than the feasible ∆Ẑit+1. When E(q8
is) is uniformly bounded, then, as in the

FOD/IV estimator case, Theorem 2 holds for a bT =O(ln4 T). ∎

4.2 Feasible Systematic-Plugin Estimator

So far we have assumed that ∆vit are observed. In reality they are not, and ∆v̂it are used for ∆vit in

the estimation of σ2
it by (13). Let this statistic be denoted σ̂2

it,full. The corresponding feasible Full

SP estimator is

Ω̂sp =
1

nT

n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=1

σ̂2
it,full∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1,

which replaces the infeasible σ̃2
it,full of (14) with the feasible σ̂2

it,full. We thus have

Ω̂sp− Ω̃sp =
1

nT

n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=1
(σ̂2

it,full− σ̃2
it,full)∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1.

Letting δ̂ = β̂ −β , v̂it = vit −X ′it δ̂ (less any time invariant quantity, random or nonrandom), v̂its =

v̂it− v̂is, vits = vit−vis, and Xits =Xit−Xis, we have v̂itsv̂it p = vitsvit p−(Xit pvits+Xitsvit p)′δ̂ + δ̂ ′XitsX ′it pδ̂ .

Thus, σ̂2
it,full− σ̃2

it,full = h′1it δ̂ + δ̂ ′H2it δ̂ , where h1it = −m−1
t ∑(s<p)∈Lt(Xit pvits+Xitsvit p) and H2it =m−1

t
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∑(s<p)∈Lt XitsX ′it p. These lead to

Ω̂sp− Ω̃sp =
1

nT

n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=1
(δ̂ ′h1it∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1+ δ̂ ′H2it δ̂∆Z′it+1∆Zit+1) = B1+B2,

where

∥B1∥ ≤ ∥δ̂∥(
1

nT

n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=1
∥h1it∥2)

1/2

( 1
nT

n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=1
∥∆Zit+1∥4)

1/2

,

∥B2∥ ≤ ∥δ̂∥2(
1

nT

n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=1
∥H2it∥2)

1/2

( 1
nT

n
∑
i=1

T
∑
t=1
∥∆Zit+1∥4)

1/2

.

Because h1it and H2it are averages over the mt possible choices of s < p in Lt , it is natural to

presume (not proved here) that the averages of both ∥h1it∥2 and ∥H1it∥2 are Op(1). Additionally,

for all the considered IV estimators in the remarks to Theorem 2, we have T−1∑T
t=1 E(∥∆Zit+1∥4) =

O(1); see Remark 2.6 for the FOD/IV estimator and the Arellano-Bond estimator. Thus, we have

(nT)1/2B1 =Op(1) and (nT)1/2B2 = op(1) under the condition that (nT)1/2δ̂ =Op(1). As a result,

we have (nT)1/2(Ω̂sp−Ω̃sp) =Op(1). Even though the feasible and infeasible estimators may have

different limit distributions, they have the same convergence rate even in the ideal case that Ω̃sp is

root-nT consistent, which is good enough for use in inferences.

5 Simulations

In this section we report simulation results for a simple dynamic panel data model. The considered

data generating process is yit = βyit−1+µi+vit , where vit = λiσtv0
it , µi ∼N(0,1), v0

it ∼ iid N(0,1), and

λi and σt account for individual and temporal heteroskedasticity. The dynamic system is initialized

at t = −100, where yi,−100 are drawn from N(0,1). The heteroskedasticity factors λi and σt are set

as follows:

Setting I: λi = 1 and σt = 1; i.e., the idiosyncratic errors are iid.

Setting II: λi = 1+ I(i ≤ n/2) and σt = 1+ I(t ≤ T /2); i.e., the idioysncratic errors exhibit deter-

ministic heteroskedasticity.
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Setting III: λi = yi,−100 and σt = 1; i.e., heteroskedasticity in vit is driven by the initial value.

Setting IV: λi = 1/iα for α = 0.8,1,1.2 and σt = 1; i.e., cross-sectional variability is very limited.

For these data generating processes, we compare performance of the feasible CC estimator and

the feasible SP (Full SP) estimator for each of the AH, FOD/IV and AB1 estimators. In the tables to

follow, the CC estimator is multiplied by n/(n−1) for small-n adjustment. The standard deviations

of the CC and SP estimators are divided by the simulated variance of β̂ for neat comparison. This

normalization affects nothing with regard to the comparison of CC and SP, but delivers information

regarding the behavior as n and T increase. For the reported “sizes” of tests, the t statistics are

computed by the formula (β̂ − β̄)/v̂ar(β̂)1/2, where β̄ is the simulated mean of β̂ . We correct

bias this way in the computation of the t statistics in order to focus on the effect of the covariance

estimator and to avoid contamination by the bias in β̂ . For the CC estimator, we compare this bias-

corrected t statistic against the 5% tn−1 critical values rather than the standard normal ones in order

to accommodate Hansen’s (2007) revision rule though no rigorous rationale has been provided

for dynamic panel data models; otherwise, size distortion is substantial for small n. For SP, the

standard normal 5% critical values are used without adjustment.

Results from 10,000 replications for Setting I (λi = 1 and σt = 1) are reported in Table 1 for

β = 0.5. We see that both CC and SP are almost unbiased in this case. For all the considered

estimators and sample sizes, the SP covariance estimator has remarkably smaller variability than

CC. Additionally, the standard deviation of CC as the ratio of the estimator variance does not much

improve as T increases for a given n, while SP shows clear improvement. The bias-corrected sizes

are good. Changing the β value does not introduce qualitative differences.

A deterministic heteroskedasticity is introduced in Setting II, where λi = 1+ 1{i ≤ n/2} and

σt = 1+{t ≤ T /2}. The results are reported in Table 2. Here again the SP estimator outperforms the

CC estimator in terms of bias, efficiency, and the associated bias-corrected testing size. It seems

that the CC estimator is slightly biased downward for small samples, resulting in larger testing

sizes, for the considered data generating processes.
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We have also tried Setting III, where the variance of the idiosyncratic error term depends on

the initial dependent variable (λi = yi,−100 and σt = 1). Table 3 presents the results. The bias of

CC and the resulting size distortion are more noticeable, while the SP estimator still shows good

performance.

Setting IV lets λi = 1/iα with α = 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2, and σt = 1. In this setting, cross-sectional

variability is limited, and the estimator may not be consistent as n→∞. The AH estimator and the

FOD/IV estimator are very noisy, and we report in Table 4 only the results for the AB1 estimator.

For all the considered α values, the AB1 estimator hardly improves as n increases, as expected

(see the reported variances of β̂ ), and the CC estimator is characterized by severe bias and size

distortion even after the estimator bias is corrected. The SP covariance estimator performs much

better.

Size-adjusted powers are simulated for the null hypothesis H0 ∶ β = 0 for β = 0, 0.05, 0.1 and

0.15 for Setting III. We compute the t statistics by β̂ /v̂ar(β̂)1/2, where v̂ar(β̂) is either CC or SP.

The results for the AH estimator are reported in Table 5, where powers using SP are larger for most

cases, though the differences are not substantial. Results for the FOD/IV estimator are qualitatively

the same and we do not report them. The AB1 estimator, by contrast, is substantially biased for

the considered sample sizes, and the power comparison appears meaningless.

More experiments have been done. We have verified Theorem 2 by simulations, and we have

seen that the MA estimator is always worse than CC for the within-group estimator as predicted by

Example 1. We have also examined the SP1 estimator of (12), which can be practically attractive

because computation is easier. In many cases, SP1 shows a tiny improvement in terms of bias but

is less efficient than the Full SP, although more efficient than CC. We decide not to report detailed

results because they are evident, but we would still like to point out that SP1 can be a convenient

alternative to the Full SP and is certainly better than CC.
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6 Conclusion

When the cross-sectional dimension (n) is not large, the performance of the usual cluster consistent

(CC) covariance estimator can be compromised. For the within-group estimator of panel models

with strictly exogenous regressors, Stock and Watson (2008) provide a heteroskedasticity-robust

covariance estimator that is
√

nT consistent. This method can be extended to instrumental vari-

able estimators when the instruments are strictly exogenous, but does not allow for generalization

to cases with weakly exogenous instruments. Dynamic panel data models are the most notable

examples, where the idiosyncratic errors should be serially uncorrelated in order to achieve iden-

tification, and where exogeneity conditions for the Stock-Watson estimator are violated. In the

present paper, we propose a robust covariance estimator generalizable to this case. We call this

estimator the systematic plugin (SP) estimator. Compared with the CC estimator, the Full SP es-

timator exhibits less bias and considerably smaller variance, and thus exhibits better performance

when used in testing. Analytical and simulation results are provided.

A Mathematical Proofs

Recall that L1 = {2, . . . ,T}, Lt = {t −1,t +1, . . . ,T} for 2 ≤ t ≤ T −1, and LT = {T −2,T −1}. Let

mt = (∣Lt ∣
2 ), where ∣Lt ∣ is the number of elements in Lt . Note that ∣L1∣ = T − 1, ∣Lt ∣ = T − t + 1 for

2 ≤ t ≤ T −1 and ∣LT ∣ = 2, and thus m1 = (T −1)(T −2)/2, mt = (T −t)(T −t+1)/2 for t = 2, . . . ,T −1,

and mT = 1. Recall also that Zi1 = ZiT+1 = 0. The D′ matrix is the (T − 1)×T matrix for first

differencing such that D′vi is the (T −1)×1 vector of ∆vit+1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Under the stated conditions, E(Ω̃sp)=Ω and E(∥Ω̃sp−Ω∥2)=O(n−1) because

the random variables are iid across i. The result follows immediately. ∎
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Proof of Theorem 2. Because (vit −vis)(vit −vir) = v2
it −vit(vis+vir)+visvir, we have,

σ̃2
it,full = v2

it −vit ⋅
1

mt
∑

s,r∈Lt
s<r

(vis+vir)+
1

mt
∑

s,r∈Lt
s<r

visvir = v2
it −vit v̄iLt +

1
mt
∑

s,r∈Lt
s<r

visvir.

Letting Di = Ω̃i,sp− Ω̃0,i, we have

Di = −
T
∑
t=1

vit v̄Lt ∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1+
T
∑
t=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
mt
∑

s,r∈Lt

visvirI(s < r)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1 ≡D1i+D2i,

where E(D1i) = 0 and E(D2i) = 0. For D1i, by rearranging the terms, we have

D1i =
T−1
∑
r=1

T−r
∑
t=1

m−1
t vit+rvit∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1+

T−1
∑
t=2

m−1
t vitvit−1∆Zit+1∆Z′it+1

+viT (viT−1+viT−2)∆ZiT+1∆Z′iT+1 =D1ia+D1ib+D1ic,

where we used the fact that mT = 1. The summands of D1ia are mutually uncorrelated, and

E(∥D1ia∥2) =
T−1
∑
r=1

T−r
∑
t=1

m−2
t E(v2

it+rv
2
it∥∆Zit+1∥4) ≤M

T−1
∑
r=1

T−r
∑
t=1

m−2
t E(∥∆Zit+1∥8)1/2

=M
T−1
∑
t=1
(T − t)m−2

t E(∥∆Zit+1∥8)1/2 ≤ 4M
T−1
∑
t=1
(T − t)−3 E(∥∆Zit+1∥8)1/2 =O(bT ),

where M = sups E(v8
is)1/2, by Hölder’s inequality. Similarly, E(∥D1ib∥2) = ∑T−1

t=2 m−2
t E(v2

itv
2
it−1 ⋅

∥∆Zit+1∥4)≤M∑T−1
t=2 m−2

t E(∥∆Zit+1∥8)1/2 =O(bT ) and E(∥D1ic∥2)≤ 2M E(∥∆ZiT+1∥2)=O(bT ). So

far, we have shown that E(∥D1i∥2) =O(bT ). Next, for D2i, the summands of D2i are mutually un-

correlated and E(∥D2i∥2) =∑T
t=1 m−2

t ∑s,r∈Lt E(v2
isv

2
ir∥∆Zit+1∥4)I(s < r) =O(bT ). The final statement

is straightforwardly confirmed because E(Ω̃sp− Ω̃0) = 0 and E(∥Ω̃sp− Ω̃0∥2) = n−1T−2 ⋅E(∥Di∥2) =

O(n−1T−2bT ). ∎

Proof of (15). Recall that the FOD/IV estimator is (∑n
i=1∑

T−1
t=1 xit ẍit)−1∑n

i=1∑
T−1
t=1 xit ÿit . Let xi =

(xi1, . . . ,xiT−1)′. Because ∑T−1
t=1 xit ẍit = x′iF ′xi and FF ′ =D(D′D)−1D′ so F ′ = (D′F)−1D′, we have

∑T−1
t=1 xit ẍit =x′i(D′F)−1D′xi. Additionally,∑T−1

t=1 xit ÿit =x′i(D′F)−1D′yi. Thus the FOD/IV estimator

is the β̂ estimator of (1) using Zi = (Zi2, . . . ,ZiT )′ = (F ′D)−1xi as the instrument. Now, the (t,s)

element of (F ′D)−1 is [(F ′D)−1]ts = −Tt/T̃s{s ≤ t}, where Tt = T − t and T̃s = [Ts(Ts + 1)]1/2, so
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Zit+1 =∑t
s=1[(F ′D)−1]tsyis−1I(1 ≤ t ≤ T −1) = −Tt∑t

s=1 T̃−1
s yis−1I(1 ≤ t ≤ T −1). Finally, ∆Zit+1 is

obtained by rearranging terms in Zit+1−Zit . ∎

Outline of proof of (17). Suppose that Zit is a scalar. Let the left hand side of (17) be denoted A.

Because ∆Ẑ2
it+1−∆Z2

it+1 = (∆Ẑit+1+∆Zit+1)(∆Ẑit+1−∆Zit+1), we have

∥A∥2 ≤ 1
T

T
∑
t=1

ṽ4
it(∆Ẑit+1+∆Zit+1)2 ⋅

1
T

T
∑
t=1
(∆Ẑit+1−∆Zit+1)2

by Hölder’s inequality. The first term on the right hand side is Op(1). For the second term, we

have ∆Ẑit+1−∆Zit+1 =∑t−1
s=1 T̃−1

s (q̂is−qis)−CT−t(q̂it −qit), so

(∆Ẑit+1−∆Zit+1)2 ≤ 2[
t−1
∑
s=1

T̃−1
s (q̂is−qis)]

2

+2C2
T−t(q̂it −qit)2

≤ 2
t−1
∑
s=1

T̃−2
s ⋅

t−1
∑
s=1
(q̂is−qis)2+4(q̂it −qit)2 ≤ 4

t
∑
s=1
(q̂is−qis)2

because C2
T−t ≤ 1 ≤ 2 and ∑t−1

s=1 T̃−2
s ≤∑∞s=1 s−2 ≤ 1+∫

∞
1 x−2dx = 2. The right-hand side is Op(t/n) =

Op(T /n), and thus, T−1∑T
t=1(∆Ẑit+1−∆Zit+1)2 =Op(T /n) = op(1) if T /n→ 0. ∎
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Table 1: Simulation results for iid errors

yit = βyit−1+µi+λiσtv0
it , β = 0.5, µi ∼N(0,1), v0

it ∼N(0,1), yi,−100 ∼N(0,1)

λi = 1, σt = 1; 10,000 iterations

(a) Anderson-Hsiao estimator

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.5010 0.8927 0.8804 0.8921 0.3682 0.1850 0.0548 0.0505
20 40 0.5005 0.4101 0.4032 0.4081 0.3374 0.1028 0.0518 0.0495
40 20 0.4998 0.4462 0.4436 0.4466 0.2610 0.1284 0.0499 0.0489
40 40 0.4999 0.2018 0.2040 0.2043 0.2458 0.0752 0.0489 0.0482

(b) FOD/IV estimator

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.4940 0.5728 0.5665 0.5617 0.5403 0.3856 0.0519 0.0596
20 40 0.4975 0.2238 0.2242 0.2226 0.4907 0.2745 0.0535 0.0539
40 20 0.4971 0.2848 0.2761 0.2764 0.3524 0.2624 0.0559 0.0560
40 40 0.4989 0.1110 0.1109 0.1105 0.3311 0.1909 0.0490 0.0519

(c) One-step Arellano-Bond estimator

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.4160 0.2947 0.2864 0.2771 0.3688 0.1507 0.0566 0.0599
20 40 0.4571 0.1120 0.1101 0.1101 0.3477 0.0956 0.0531 0.0536
40 20 0.4514 0.1680 0.1687 0.1614 0.2757 0.1107 0.0515 0.0536
40 40 0.4600 0.0610 0.0609 0.0599 0.2512 0.0709 0.0488 0.0517

a Simulated quantity times 100.
b ∣β̂ − β̄ ∣/v̂ar(β̂)1/2 is compared to the 2.5% critical values of tn−1 for CC and of N(0,1) for SP, where
β̄ is the simulated mean of β̂ .
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Table 2: Simulation results for deterministically heteroskedastic errors

yit = βyit−1+µi+λiσtv0
it , β = 0.5, µi ∼N(0,1), v0

it ∼N(0,1), yi,−100 ∼N(0,1)

λi = 1+1{i ≤ n/2}, σt = 1+1{t ≤ T /2}; 10,000 iterations

(a) Anderson-Hsiao estimator

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.5019 1.2666 1.1617 1.2350 0.4636 0.1925 0.0757 0.0549
20 40 0.5008 0.6646 0.6196 0.6538 0.4482 0.1362 0.0686 0.0495
40 20 0.5004 0.6302 0.6112 0.6276 0.3424 0.1413 0.0606 0.0523
40 40 0.4999 0.3299 0.3230 0.3299 0.3293 0.1002 0.0625 0.0505

(b) FOD/IV estimator

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.4949 0.4030 0.3741 0.3997 0.4680 0.2008 0.0733 0.0536
20 40 0.4970 0.1895 0.1827 0.1917 0.4673 0.1450 0.0647 0.0507
40 20 0.4976 0.2032 0.1945 0.2025 0.3464 0.1423 0.0623 0.0512
40 40 0.4988 0.0955 0.0935 0.0965 0.3322 0.1025 0.0613 0.0527

(c) One-step Arellano-Bond estimator

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.4460 0.3700 0.3461 0.3578 0.4680 0.1977 0.0724 0.0568
20 40 0.4651 0.1721 0.1646 0.1720 0.4616 0.1438 0.0672 0.0524
40 20 0.4688 0.1997 0.1928 0.1954 0.3489 0.1429 0.0611 0.0527
40 40 0.4746 0.0907 0.0885 0.0898 0.3319 0.1006 0.0609 0.0536

a Simulated quantity times 100.
b ∣β̂ − β̄ ∣/v̂ar(β̂)1/2 is compared to the 2.5% critical values of tn−1 for CC and of N(0,1) for SP, where
β̄ is the simulated mean of β̂ .
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Table 3: Simulation under heteroskedasticity depending on initial value

yit = βyit−1+µi+λiσtv0
it , β = 0.5, µi ∼N(0,1), v0

it ∼N(0,1), yi,−100 ∼N(0,1)

λi = yi,−100, σt = 1; 10,000 iterations

(a) Anderson-Hsiao estimator

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.5027 2.3047 1.7266 2.2287 0.6398 0.4991 0.1243 0.0586
20 40 0.5010 1.0788 0.8126 1.0636 0.6214 0.3679 0.1161 0.0530
40 20 0.5011 1.1994 1.0264 1.1833 0.5718 0.3822 0.0901 0.0542
40 40 0.5001 0.5575 0.4936 0.5602 0.5854 0.3047 0.0843 0.0506

(b) FOD/IV estimator

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.4896 1.1821 0.9498 1.1602 1.2510 1.4174 0.1116 0.0688
20 40 0.4942 0.4525 0.3656 0.4534 0.7144 0.6060 0.1105 0.0600
40 20 0.4948 0.5890 0.5011 0.5713 0.6210 0.5101 0.0867 0.0661
40 40 0.4977 0.2279 0.2045 0.2287 0.5787 0.3605 0.0810 0.0527

(c) One-step Arellano-Bond estimator

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a meana varianceb sizec

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.4061 0.6703 0.4825 0.6883 0.8626 0.5049 0.1323 0.0489
20 40 0.4552 0.2801 0.2143 0.2881 0.8218 0.3144 0.1163 0.0471
40 20 0.4254 0.4061 0.3324 0.4057 0.8425 0.3974 0.0971 0.0497
40 40 0.4572 0.1599 0.1369 0.1580 0.7967 0.2131 0.0916 0.0529

a Simulated quantity times 100.
b ∣β̂ − β̄ ∣/v̂ar(β̂)1/2 is compared to the 2.5% critical values of tn−1 for CC and of N(0,1) for SP, where
β̄ is the simulated mean of β̂ .
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Table 4: Simulation results for AB1 under limited cross-sectional variability

yit = βyit−1+µi+λiσtv0
it , β = 0.5, µi ∼N(0,1), v0

it ∼N(0,1), yi,−100 ∼N(0,1)

λi = i−α , σt = 1; 10,000 iterations

(a) α = 0.8

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.3950 1.3798 0.5566 1.2729 0.4899 0.4996 0.3057 0.0903
20 40 0.4510 0.5991 0.2504 0.5796 0.4819 0.3424 0.2795 0.0680
40 20 0.4017 1.3525 0.5301 1.2745 0.4700 0.5320 0.3309 0.0927
40 40 0.4506 0.5696 0.2347 0.5538 0.4780 0.3516 0.3047 0.0660

(b) α = 1.0

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.3896 1.9330 0.5225 1.7398 0.4007 0.5080 0.4356 0.0974
20 40 0.4481 0.8666 0.2366 0.8297 0.3746 0.3508 0.4135 0.0734
40 20 0.3928 1.9328 0.5016 1.7711 0.3722 0.5329 0.4603 0.1000
40 40 0.4473 0.8580 0.2283 0.8239 0.3690 0.3561 0.4455 0.0707

(c) α = 1.2

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a Meana SD/var(β̂) sizeb

CC SP CC SP CC SP
20 20 0.3849 2.4478 0.4378 2.1548 0.3146 0.5073 0.5517 0.1042
20 40 0.4454 1.1187 0.1941 1.0600 0.2756 0.3521 0.5423 0.0771
40 20 0.3869 2.4498 0.4176 2.1941 0.2850 0.5278 0.5778 0.1082
40 40 0.4443 1.1207 0.1888 1.0642 0.2722 0.3561 0.5693 0.0746

a Simulated quantity times 100.
b ∣β̂ − β̄ ∣/v̂ar(β̂)1/2 is compared to the 2.5% critical values of tn−1 for CC and of N(0,1) for SP, where
β̄ is the simulated mean of β̂ .
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Table 5: Simulated size-adjusted powers for AH estimator

yit = βyit−1+µi+λiσtv0
it , µi ∼N(0,1), v0

it ∼N(0,1), yi,−100 ∼N(0,1)

λi = yi,−100, σt = 1; 10,000 iterations

(a) β = 0

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a 10% adj power 5% adj power 1% adj power
CC SP CC SP CC SP

20 20 0.0062 1.4462 0.1000 0.1000 0.0500 0.0500 0.0100 0.0100
20 40 0.0027 0.7029 0.1000 0.1000 0.0500 0.0500 0.0100 0.0100
40 20 0.0022 0.7370 0.1000 0.1000 0.0500 0.0500 0.0100 0.0100
40 40 0.0008 0.3571 0.1000 0.1000 0.0500 0.0500 0.0100 0.0100

(b) β = 0.05

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a 10% adj power 5% adj power 1% adj power
CC SP CC SP CC SP

20 20 0.0558 1.5250 0.1246 0.1253 0.0657 0.0691 0.0134 0.0167
20 40 0.0525 0.7391 0.1545 0.1560 0.0859 0.0924 0.0198 0.0243
40 20 0.0520 0.7780 0.1501 0.1505 0.0866 0.0857 0.0188 0.0229
40 40 0.0507 0.3761 0.2066 0.2143 0.1247 0.1320 0.0436 0.0369

(c) β = 0.1

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a 10% adj power 5% adj power 1% adj power
CC SP CC SP CC SP

20 20 0.1055 1.6047 0.1975 0.2093 0.1165 0.1271 0.0264 0.0391
20 40 0.1023 0.7754 0.2965 0.3115 0.1883 0.2127 0.0562 0.0790
40 20 0.1019 0.8196 0.2963 0.3028 0.1963 0.2009 0.0608 0.0700
40 40 0.1006 0.3953 0.4753 0.4984 0.3463 0.3692 0.1578 0.1639

(d) β = 0.15

n T E(β̂) var(β̂)a 10% adj power 5% adj power 1% adj power
CC SP CC SP CC SP

20 20 0.1551 1.6852 0.3034 0.3184 0.1936 0.2216 0.0523 0.0819
20 40 0.1522 0.8118 0.4781 0.5180 0.3409 0.3961 0.1283 0.1893
40 20 0.1517 0.8621 0.4789 0.4953 0.3578 0.3760 0.1414 0.1761
40 40 0.1505 0.4146 0.7256 0.7647 0.6052 0.6555 0.3702 0.4101

a Simulated variance times 100.
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